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Terms of Service

Article 1: Introduction

1.1 This User Agreement has been entered into between SwordSec Cyber Security
Technologies Inc. and legal individuals ("Users") registering on the website with the domain
www.swordsec.com. The Agreement will be effective upon electronic acceptance by the
User and will remain in force until terminated by the parties in accordance with the
procedures specified in this Agreement.

1.2 The subject of the Agreement is the sale and delivery of products and/or services
requested through the mobile application and/or the website of SwordSec, in accordance
with the provisions of the Consumer Protection Law No. 6502 and other relevant legislation.

1.3 With this Agreement, SwordSec reserves the right to unilaterally modify or amend the
Agreement to ensure the continuation of intermediary services, comply with future technical
requirements, or comply with regulations. SwordSec will not be responsible for any changes
and, in the event of any modifications, will publish the updated terms of use on the website
under the same link with a new date update and notify users via email, presenting them for
approval. The updated Agreement will be effective as of the publication on the website, and
the use of the website or services will be subject to the renewed terms of the Agreement
from that moment.

1.4 These Terms do not apply to "Corporate Publication Subscriptions" within the scope of
written agreements between SwordSec and the customer.

1.5 The User acknowledges, declares, and undertakes that they accept the regulations in
this Agreement, and the information provided is their accurate and valid information.

Article 2: Copyright Policy

2.1 The rights to the software used in SwordSec's design, the website, and the database
belong to SwordSec. Copying or using such software, reverse engineering of these software
and technologies is strictly prohibited.

2.2 The right to use materials such as software, visual and auditory designs, texts, logos,
graphics, and any other type of material is exclusively owned by SwordSec. Except as
provided in this Agreement, copying, reproducing, and/or using the information, content,
and/or software used in creating the content and database, copying, distributing, processing,
and any other use of data such as images, text, and files within the site is strictly prohibited.

2.3 You may download materials (information or software) on the website temporarily for
personal, non-commercial viewing purposes. Unless otherwise specified, you may not
reproduce, modify, copy, distribute, or use the content in any other way without the written
permission of SwordSec.
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Article 3: Prohibited Actions

3.1 The User must refrain from actions that may threaten the security of SwordSec Systems
or harm other users. Actions such as running other software within the system, placing an
excessive load on the system to prevent other users from benefiting, accessing the system
in a way that causes these results, copying, deleting, modifying, or attempting unauthorized
actions are strictly prohibited. In case of violation of SwordSec's Intellectual, Industrial, and
other Property and usage rights (including damages incurred by third parties, including
licensors), the User is solely responsible for compensating all damages immediately.

Article 4: Membership System

4.1 User information is considered accurate, and services provided by SwordSec will be
delivered to the address information determined by the User. The User is responsible for
damages resulting from incorrect or incomplete information provided by the relevant User.

4.2 SwordSec may immediately suspend or cancel the registration of the user for any
reasonable reason or if the user violates these Terms of Use.

4.3 You can cancel your registration at any time by contacting us. However, if you cancel
your registration, we will immediately cease your use of the SwordSec website and services.
The cancellation or suspension of your registration does not affect your legal rights.

Article 5: Links to Other Websites

5.1 SwordSec's website may contain links to other websites. Unless otherwise stated, these
sites are not under the control of SwordSec.

Article 6: Limitations of Liability

6.1 SwordSec is not responsible for the actions, negligence, and behavior of any third party,
SwordSec users, advertisers, and/or sponsors in accordance with applicable laws regarding
the use of the website.

6.2 SwordSec takes reasonable measures for protection. However, SwordSec is not
responsible for the consequences of attacks on the User's information and the malicious use
of the database information on this network.

6.3 The access and quality of the content provided through the website and website access
are largely dependent on the quality of the internet service provided by the relevant internet
service provider. SwordSec acknowledges and declares that it is not responsible for
problems arising from the quality of the service provided by the relevant service, that the
functionality of the Application may be faulty, and that technical malfunctions may
occasionally cause access barriers.

6.4 The User acknowledges and declares that they have the authority to enter into this
Agreement and, in the absence of such authority, bears all responsibility unless immediately
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notified. SwordSec will not be responsible for indirect, special, incidental, or consequential
damages, including but not limited to loss of profit, loss of reputation, or loss of reputation,
arising from the use of SwordSec services or the User's other actions. SwordSec will not be
responsible for punitive damages arising from the User's use of SwordSec Services or the
User's other actions.

Article 7: General Terms and DDoS Test Services

7.1 SwordSec may offer DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) test services to Users upon
request.

7.2 The User acknowledges and understands that participating in a DDoS test involves
consciously generating network traffic to assess the resilience of systems and networks
against potential cyber threats. The User agrees that DDoS tests may cause interruptions
and that SwordSec is not responsible for any damages resulting from such interruptions.

7.3 The User agrees to use DDoS test services responsibly and ethically, complying with all
relevant laws and regulations. The User will not engage in malicious activities, including
launching DDoS attacks against unauthorized targets or attempting to exploit vulnerabilities
discovered during the test.

7.4 SwordSec reserves the right to immediately suspend or terminate DDoS test services if
the User violates the conditions specified in this section or engages in any activities that may
threaten the security and stability of SwordSec's systems or the general internet.

7.5 The User acknowledges that the purpose of DDoS testing is to enhance cybersecurity
measures and agrees to provide clear and explicit authorization to SwordSec to conduct
such tests on their systems.

7.6 If the User is unable to obtain appropriate permission for DDoS testing, the User will be
solely responsible for any legal consequences that may arise from SwordSec not conducting
DDoS tests on systems owned or controlled by other users.

7.7 The User is solely responsible for obtaining the necessary permissions or authorizations
from third parties who may be affected by DDoS testing.

7.8 The User agrees to indemnify and hold SwordSec harmless from any claims, damages,
or liabilities arising from the use of DDoS test services.

7.9 SwordSec reserves the right to change, suspend, or terminate DDoS test services at any
time and for any reason without notice.

7.10 By selecting DDoS test services, the User declares that they have read, understood,
and accepted the conditions specified in this section.

Article 8: SwordSec Cyber Security Technologies Inc.
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8.1 SwordSec Cyber Security Technologies Inc. is a Turkish company established in Turkey.
Its registered address is İvedik OSB Mahallesi

2224. Cad. No: 1/15 Yenimahalle, Ankara, Turkey, and it operates the website
http://swordsec.com.

8.2 SwordSec's registered VAT number is 7810864284.

8.3 You can contact us by sending an email to info@swordsec.com.


